
  South Beach Tax and Financial Services                                               
Entertainment Industry Expenses

Actors, Designers, Directors, Musicians, Performers, Producers, Technicians, Writers, Etc.

Name ____________________________________Tax Year_________
Check Applicable StatusCheck Applicable Status GO TO : If Self-employed: The 

Business/Activity Code is 
711510  (Sch. C, item B)

TABLE A
For employee expenses only 

The expense captions below are in addition to those in Table C, and 
are not to be used for the self-employed as they are included in 

Schedule C or on W/S C-1

TABLE A
For employee expenses only 

The expense captions below are in addition to those in Table C, and 
are not to be used for the self-employed as they are included in 

Schedule C or on W/S C-1

Self-EmployedSelf-Employed Table C below
If Self-employed: The 
Business/Activity Code is 
711510  (Sch. C, item B)

TABLE A
For employee expenses only 

The expense captions below are in addition to those in Table C, and 
are not to be used for the self-employed as they are included in 

Schedule C or on W/S C-1

TABLE A
For employee expenses only 

The expense captions below are in addition to those in Table C, and 
are not to be used for the self-employed as they are included in 

Schedule C or on W/S C-1

EmployeeEmployee Table C & A Below

If Self-employed: The 
Business/Activity Code is 
711510  (Sch. C, item B)

TABLE A
For employee expenses only 

The expense captions below are in addition to those in Table C, and 
are not to be used for the self-employed as they are included in 

Schedule C or on W/S C-1

TABLE A
For employee expenses only 

The expense captions below are in addition to those in Table C, and 
are not to be used for the self-employed as they are included in 

Schedule C or on W/S C-1TABLE CTABLE CTABLE CTABLE C

TABLE A
For employee expenses only 

The expense captions below are in addition to those in Table C, and 
are not to be used for the self-employed as they are included in 

Schedule C or on W/S C-1

TABLE A
For employee expenses only 

The expense captions below are in addition to those in Table C, and 
are not to be used for the self-employed as they are included in 

Schedule C or on W/S C-1
*For Self employment , the expense captions below are an expansion of, a 
supplement to, Sch. C and W/S C-1. Use Sch. C and W/S C-1 FIRST and then 
supplement with this Worksheet. Enlarge the scope of the interview here. DO 
NOT repeat any of the expenses captioned on Sch. C or on W/S C-1. Carry to 
Sch. C as shown below. 
* For an employee, the expense captions below are to be used whenever 
applicable, and the total will carry to TABLE A as shown below.

*For Self employment , the expense captions below are an expansion of, a 
supplement to, Sch. C and W/S C-1. Use Sch. C and W/S C-1 FIRST and then 
supplement with this Worksheet. Enlarge the scope of the interview here. DO 
NOT repeat any of the expenses captioned on Sch. C or on W/S C-1. Carry to 
Sch. C as shown below. 
* For an employee, the expense captions below are to be used whenever 
applicable, and the total will carry to TABLE A as shown below.

*For Self employment , the expense captions below are an expansion of, a 
supplement to, Sch. C and W/S C-1. Use Sch. C and W/S C-1 FIRST and then 
supplement with this Worksheet. Enlarge the scope of the interview here. DO 
NOT repeat any of the expenses captioned on Sch. C or on W/S C-1. Carry to 
Sch. C as shown below. 
* For an employee, the expense captions below are to be used whenever 
applicable, and the total will carry to TABLE A as shown below.

*For Self employment , the expense captions below are an expansion of, a 
supplement to, Sch. C and W/S C-1. Use Sch. C and W/S C-1 FIRST and then 
supplement with this Worksheet. Enlarge the scope of the interview here. DO 
NOT repeat any of the expenses captioned on Sch. C or on W/S C-1. Carry to 
Sch. C as shown below. 
* For an employee, the expense captions below are to be used whenever 
applicable, and the total will carry to TABLE A as shown below.

DESCRIPTION AMOUNT*For Self employment , the expense captions below are an expansion of, a 
supplement to, Sch. C and W/S C-1. Use Sch. C and W/S C-1 FIRST and then 
supplement with this Worksheet. Enlarge the scope of the interview here. DO 
NOT repeat any of the expenses captioned on Sch. C or on W/S C-1. Carry to 
Sch. C as shown below. 
* For an employee, the expense captions below are to be used whenever 
applicable, and the total will carry to TABLE A as shown below.

*For Self employment , the expense captions below are an expansion of, a 
supplement to, Sch. C and W/S C-1. Use Sch. C and W/S C-1 FIRST and then 
supplement with this Worksheet. Enlarge the scope of the interview here. DO 
NOT repeat any of the expenses captioned on Sch. C or on W/S C-1. Carry to 
Sch. C as shown below. 
* For an employee, the expense captions below are to be used whenever 
applicable, and the total will carry to TABLE A as shown below.

*For Self employment , the expense captions below are an expansion of, a 
supplement to, Sch. C and W/S C-1. Use Sch. C and W/S C-1 FIRST and then 
supplement with this Worksheet. Enlarge the scope of the interview here. DO 
NOT repeat any of the expenses captioned on Sch. C or on W/S C-1. Carry to 
Sch. C as shown below. 
* For an employee, the expense captions below are to be used whenever 
applicable, and the total will carry to TABLE A as shown below.

*For Self employment , the expense captions below are an expansion of, a 
supplement to, Sch. C and W/S C-1. Use Sch. C and W/S C-1 FIRST and then 
supplement with this Worksheet. Enlarge the scope of the interview here. DO 
NOT repeat any of the expenses captioned on Sch. C or on W/S C-1. Carry to 
Sch. C as shown below. 
* For an employee, the expense captions below are to be used whenever 
applicable, and the total will carry to TABLE A as shown below.

Advertising
*For Self employment , the expense captions below are an expansion of, a 
supplement to, Sch. C and W/S C-1. Use Sch. C and W/S C-1 FIRST and then 
supplement with this Worksheet. Enlarge the scope of the interview here. DO 
NOT repeat any of the expenses captioned on Sch. C or on W/S C-1. Carry to 
Sch. C as shown below. 
* For an employee, the expense captions below are to be used whenever 
applicable, and the total will carry to TABLE A as shown below.

*For Self employment , the expense captions below are an expansion of, a 
supplement to, Sch. C and W/S C-1. Use Sch. C and W/S C-1 FIRST and then 
supplement with this Worksheet. Enlarge the scope of the interview here. DO 
NOT repeat any of the expenses captioned on Sch. C or on W/S C-1. Carry to 
Sch. C as shown below. 
* For an employee, the expense captions below are to be used whenever 
applicable, and the total will carry to TABLE A as shown below.

*For Self employment , the expense captions below are an expansion of, a 
supplement to, Sch. C and W/S C-1. Use Sch. C and W/S C-1 FIRST and then 
supplement with this Worksheet. Enlarge the scope of the interview here. DO 
NOT repeat any of the expenses captioned on Sch. C or on W/S C-1. Carry to 
Sch. C as shown below. 
* For an employee, the expense captions below are to be used whenever 
applicable, and the total will carry to TABLE A as shown below.

*For Self employment , the expense captions below are an expansion of, a 
supplement to, Sch. C and W/S C-1. Use Sch. C and W/S C-1 FIRST and then 
supplement with this Worksheet. Enlarge the scope of the interview here. DO 
NOT repeat any of the expenses captioned on Sch. C or on W/S C-1. Carry to 
Sch. C as shown below. 
* For an employee, the expense captions below are to be used whenever 
applicable, and the total will carry to TABLE A as shown below.

Alarm service-burglaries, fire, etc.

*For Self employment , the expense captions below are an expansion of, a 
supplement to, Sch. C and W/S C-1. Use Sch. C and W/S C-1 FIRST and then 
supplement with this Worksheet. Enlarge the scope of the interview here. DO 
NOT repeat any of the expenses captioned on Sch. C or on W/S C-1. Carry to 
Sch. C as shown below. 
* For an employee, the expense captions below are to be used whenever 
applicable, and the total will carry to TABLE A as shown below.

*For Self employment , the expense captions below are an expansion of, a 
supplement to, Sch. C and W/S C-1. Use Sch. C and W/S C-1 FIRST and then 
supplement with this Worksheet. Enlarge the scope of the interview here. DO 
NOT repeat any of the expenses captioned on Sch. C or on W/S C-1. Carry to 
Sch. C as shown below. 
* For an employee, the expense captions below are to be used whenever 
applicable, and the total will carry to TABLE A as shown below.

*For Self employment , the expense captions below are an expansion of, a 
supplement to, Sch. C and W/S C-1. Use Sch. C and W/S C-1 FIRST and then 
supplement with this Worksheet. Enlarge the scope of the interview here. DO 
NOT repeat any of the expenses captioned on Sch. C or on W/S C-1. Carry to 
Sch. C as shown below. 
* For an employee, the expense captions below are to be used whenever 
applicable, and the total will carry to TABLE A as shown below.

*For Self employment , the expense captions below are an expansion of, a 
supplement to, Sch. C and W/S C-1. Use Sch. C and W/S C-1 FIRST and then 
supplement with this Worksheet. Enlarge the scope of the interview here. DO 
NOT repeat any of the expenses captioned on Sch. C or on W/S C-1. Carry to 
Sch. C as shown below. 
* For an employee, the expense captions below are to be used whenever 
applicable, and the total will carry to TABLE A as shown below.

Answering service

*For Self employment , the expense captions below are an expansion of, a 
supplement to, Sch. C and W/S C-1. Use Sch. C and W/S C-1 FIRST and then 
supplement with this Worksheet. Enlarge the scope of the interview here. DO 
NOT repeat any of the expenses captioned on Sch. C or on W/S C-1. Carry to 
Sch. C as shown below. 
* For an employee, the expense captions below are to be used whenever 
applicable, and the total will carry to TABLE A as shown below.

*For Self employment , the expense captions below are an expansion of, a 
supplement to, Sch. C and W/S C-1. Use Sch. C and W/S C-1 FIRST and then 
supplement with this Worksheet. Enlarge the scope of the interview here. DO 
NOT repeat any of the expenses captioned on Sch. C or on W/S C-1. Carry to 
Sch. C as shown below. 
* For an employee, the expense captions below are to be used whenever 
applicable, and the total will carry to TABLE A as shown below.

*For Self employment , the expense captions below are an expansion of, a 
supplement to, Sch. C and W/S C-1. Use Sch. C and W/S C-1 FIRST and then 
supplement with this Worksheet. Enlarge the scope of the interview here. DO 
NOT repeat any of the expenses captioned on Sch. C or on W/S C-1. Carry to 
Sch. C as shown below. 
* For an employee, the expense captions below are to be used whenever 
applicable, and the total will carry to TABLE A as shown below.

*For Self employment , the expense captions below are an expansion of, a 
supplement to, Sch. C and W/S C-1. Use Sch. C and W/S C-1 FIRST and then 
supplement with this Worksheet. Enlarge the scope of the interview here. DO 
NOT repeat any of the expenses captioned on Sch. C or on W/S C-1. Carry to 
Sch. C as shown below. 
* For an employee, the expense captions below are to be used whenever 
applicable, and the total will carry to TABLE A as shown below. Bank service charges

DESCRIPTIONDESCRIPTIONDESCRIPTION AMOUNT Clerical services/Public stenographer
Accompanist FeesAccompanist FeesAccompanist Fees Contract services/Outside services
Admissions and Tickets to preview showings - movies, 
theaters, plays, lectures, etc.- Professional Use
Admissions and Tickets to preview showings - movies, 
theaters, plays, lectures, etc.- Professional Use
Admissions and Tickets to preview showings - movies, 
theaters, plays, lectures, etc.- Professional Use

Credit Card membershipAdmissions and Tickets to preview showings - movies, 
theaters, plays, lectures, etc.- Professional Use
Admissions and Tickets to preview showings - movies, 
theaters, plays, lectures, etc.- Professional Use
Admissions and Tickets to preview showings - movies, 
theaters, plays, lectures, etc.- Professional Use Delivery/Freight/Express                               
Agency and Management FeesAgency and Management FeesAgency and Management Fees Educational expenses                                A-16
Audition expenseAudition expenseAudition expense Employment seeking expenses                A-17
Business gratuities, flowers, greeting cards, tips, tokensBusiness gratuities, flowers, greeting cards, tips, tokensBusiness gratuities, flowers, greeting cards, tips, tokens Entertainment/Meals                         (see A-20)
Camera Parts, accessories, suppliesCamera Parts, accessories, suppliesCamera Parts, accessories, supplies Equipment  rental
Copyists and arrangersCopyists and arrangersCopyists and arrangers Gifts                                 (Requires W/S TC-10)
Dancing lessons, dramatic and vocal coachingDancing lessons, dramatic and vocal coachingDancing lessons, dramatic and vocal coaching Insurance 
Developing new methods and techniquesDeveloping new methods and techniquesDeveloping new methods and techniques Internet/DSL/Cable fees
Glasses (special for business)Glasses (special for business)Glasses (special for business) Malpractice, public liability insurance, bond
Hairstyling - Professional use, hairpieces, wigsHairstyling - Professional use, hairpieces, wigsHairstyling - Professional use, hairpieces, wigs Meetings & Conventions                             M-1
Library and research materials - expandable itemsLibrary and research materials - expandable itemsLibrary and research materials - expandable items Occupational license renewals
Make-up, styling, beauty parlor expensesMake-up, styling, beauty parlor expensesMake-up, styling, beauty parlor expenses Postage/FedEx/UPS
Music stands and lightsMusic stands and lightsMusic stands and lights Printing/Reproduction/Copies

Musical Instrument Supplies:
Bow rehair, Mouthpieces, Mutes, Reeds, Strings, 
Pads, Pegs, Polish, Rosin, Valve Oil

Musical Instrument Supplies:
Bow rehair, Mouthpieces, Mutes, Reeds, Strings, 
Pads, Pegs, Polish, Rosin, Valve Oil

Musical Instrument Supplies:
Bow rehair, Mouthpieces, Mutes, Reeds, Strings, 
Pads, Pegs, Polish, Rosin, Valve Oil

Professional dues and expenses                M-1Musical Instrument Supplies:
Bow rehair, Mouthpieces, Mutes, Reeds, Strings, 
Pads, Pegs, Polish, Rosin, Valve Oil

Musical Instrument Supplies:
Bow rehair, Mouthpieces, Mutes, Reeds, Strings, 
Pads, Pegs, Polish, Rosin, Valve Oil

Musical Instrument Supplies:
Bow rehair, Mouthpieces, Mutes, Reeds, Strings, 
Pads, Pegs, Polish, Rosin, Valve Oil

Rent on business property (not home)
Musical Instrument Supplies:
Bow rehair, Mouthpieces, Mutes, Reeds, Strings, 
Pads, Pegs, Polish, Rosin, Valve Oil

Musical Instrument Supplies:
Bow rehair, Mouthpieces, Mutes, Reeds, Strings, 
Pads, Pegs, Polish, Rosin, Valve Oil

Musical Instrument Supplies:
Bow rehair, Mouthpieces, Mutes, Reeds, Strings, 
Pads, Pegs, Polish, Rosin, Valve Oil Repairs to equipment
Physical culture expense - for professional purposesPhysical culture expense - for professional purposesPhysical culture expense - for professional purposes Security/Patrol Services/Watchdog
Piano tuning, upkeepPiano tuning, upkeepPiano tuning, upkeep Seminars and workshops                            M-1
Pictures, photography, fan mailPictures, photography, fan mailPictures, photography, fan mail Subcontracts
Player’s directoryPlayer’s directoryPlayer’s directory Supplies office and general
Publicity, press clippingsPublicity, press clippingsPublicity, press clippings Telephone, pager, fax, etc                           A-9
Recording, playback, other musical equipmentRecording, playback, other musical equipmentRecording, playback, other musical equipment Trade/Technical Books/ Publications/

Periodicals/Tools/Supplies                        A-10Rental of Musical instrumentsRental of Musical instrumentsRental of Musical instruments
Trade/Technical Books/ Publications/
Periodicals/Tools/Supplies                        A-10

Royalties paid for use of copyrighted itemsRoyalties paid for use of copyrighted itemsRoyalties paid for use of copyrighted items Uniforms                                                      A-11
Sheet music, arrangements, recordsSheet music, arrangements, recordsSheet music, arrangements, records Utilities (other than home office)                              

M-1Story/Script costsStory/Script costsStory/Script costs Other:
TV/Radio/Cable -service & hook-up (allocate for business)TV/Radio/Cable -service & hook-up (allocate for business)TV/Radio/Cable -service & hook-up (allocate for business)

Video/Recording tapes, suppliesVideo/Recording tapes, suppliesVideo/Recording tapes, supplies

Wardrobe expense, purchase and/or renting, laundry 
and cleaning, alterations and repairs
Wardrobe expense, purchase and/or renting, laundry 
and cleaning, alterations and repairs
Wardrobe expense, purchase and/or renting, laundry 
and cleaning, alterations and repairs
Wardrobe expense, purchase and/or renting, laundry 
and cleaning, alterations and repairs
Wardrobe expense, purchase and/or renting, laundry 
and cleaning, alterations and repairs
Wardrobe expense, purchase and/or renting, laundry 
and cleaning, alterations and repairs

Subtotal, for an Employee, Carry to TABLE A----->Subtotal, for an Employee, Carry to TABLE A----->Subtotal, for an Employee, Carry to TABLE A-----> <------SUBTOTAL FROM TABLE C----->

TOTAL for Self-Employed to Sch. C, line 48  
Describe as “From W/S C-2”

for Self-Employed to Sch. C, line 48  
Describe as “From W/S C-2”

Amount from W/S A-99, column A            A-99TOTAL for Self-Employed to Sch. C, line 48  
Describe as “From W/S C-2”

for Self-Employed to Sch. C, line 48  
Describe as “From W/S C-2” TOTAL for Employee to Form 2106, line 4

DEDUCTIBLE MILEAGE (not commuting)
(requires W/S TC-10)

DEDUCTIBLE MILEAGE (not commuting)
(requires W/S TC-10)

DEDUCTIBLE MILEAGE (not commuting)
(requires W/S TC-10) MILES

Enter Reimbursement from accountable plans, if any, on Form 2106.
DO NOT net against expenses here.  * For “Qualified Performing 
Artists” (research definition) employee expenses pass thru Form 2106 and are 
considered an adjustment to gross income on 1040, line 35

Enter Reimbursement from accountable plans, if any, on Form 2106.
DO NOT net against expenses here.  * For “Qualified Performing 
Artists” (research definition) employee expenses pass thru Form 2106 and are 
considered an adjustment to gross income on 1040, line 35Travel To:Travel To:Travel To:

Enter Reimbursement from accountable plans, if any, on Form 2106.
DO NOT net against expenses here.  * For “Qualified Performing 
Artists” (research definition) employee expenses pass thru Form 2106 and are 
considered an adjustment to gross income on 1040, line 35

Enter Reimbursement from accountable plans, if any, on Form 2106.
DO NOT net against expenses here.  * For “Qualified Performing 
Artists” (research definition) employee expenses pass thru Form 2106 and are 
considered an adjustment to gross income on 1040, line 35

Auditions/Rehearsals/Lessons/WardrobeAuditions/Rehearsals/Lessons/WardrobeAuditions/Rehearsals/Lessons/Wardrobe OTHER TRANSPORTATION COSTS 
(not commuting)

AMOUNT

Research - Movies, playsResearch - Movies, playsResearch - Movies, plays Taxicab, Bus, Subway, etc.
Recording/performing, etc.Recording/performing, etc.Recording/performing, etc. Tolls, Parking 

 TOTAL To W/S A-32        or Form 2106         TOTAL To W/S A-32        or Form 2106         TOTAL To W/S A-32        or Form 2106        Total To Form 2106, line 2 or Sch. C, line 48 


